Spring Weather Writing Prompts

Below are some topics about spring weather you can write about. Be creative and use your imagination when writing about some of these subjects.

• What kind of weather is the first indication to you that it is springtime?
• Indiana can experience all kinds of weather during the spring. Write about all the different weather we have seen this spring.
• What is something you can do in the spring that you cannot do during the winter?
• Write a story about a new flower blooming and experiencing spring for the first time.
• Unfortunately, spring can also bring severe weather. Write a plan for your family to keep you safe during a severe storm.
• April showers bring May flowers. What do May flowers bring? Why do you think so?
• What do you miss about winter once spring starts?
• What if the weather was like spring all year long?
• My favorite thing about warm weather is....
• What do you feel like when it snows in the springtime?
• Describe the perfect spring day. Include details about the weather and what you would do.
• Spring weather can affect all of your senses. Describe something about spring weather that you can taste, touch, smell, hear and see.
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